
 
7D CHARMING OF TAIWAN 
 

 

 
 

Tour Code:TW7CRT         Airlines: BR/SQ/CI/CX 
 
DAY 1: SINGAPORE-TAIPEI-JINGTONG STATION-PINGSHI OLD STREET-PINGSHI SKY LANTERN 

 (D) 
Assemble at Changi Airport for your flight to Taipei. 
【JINGTONG STATION】One of the precious wooden-built train stations in Taiwan and definitely one of the most 
authentic traditional Japanese style train stations in Taiwan. 
【PINGSHI OLD STREET】is built into a hill with a train track going overhead right through the middle with shops 
around selling local food and gifts. 
【PINGSHI SKY LANTERN】also known as Kong Ming lanterns. (4-8 in a group) 
*Hotel: Taoyuan Hotel or Fullon Hotel Sanyin or similar* 
 
DAY 2: DAHU STRAWBERRY CULTURAL HALL-DAHU WINERY-HAKKA COMPOUND-FENGJIA NIGHT MARKET 
(B/L) 
【DAHU STRAWBERRY CULTURAL HALL】Consists of a shop selling all kinds of strawberry goods, a small 
museum and restaurant. 
【DAHU WINERY】which produces the region’s strawberry wine. 

【HAKKA COMPOUND】was built in 2010 years and located in LOHAS Tung Blossom Park. The building mixed 
with classical and contemporary beauty becomes one of the most popular attractions in Miaoli. 

【FENGJIA NIGHT MARKET】The largest night market in Taiwan, a great place for a variety of novel, interesting 
snacks and trendy clothes at reasonable prices. 
*Hotel: Fulwon Hotel or City Resort or Orange Taichung Park Hotel or similar* 
 
DAY 3: SUN MOON LAKE-WEN WU TEMPLE-NANTOU TAIWAN ERA VILLAGE-EDA OUTLET MALL 
 (B/L/D) 
【SUN MOON LAKE】is the largest body of water in Taiwan as well as a tourist attraction. (Include river cruise) 
【WEN WU TEMPLE】is the 2 (Longfeng Temple and Ihuatang) in 1. It was rebuilt in 1969. Its gate is face to the 
north. The temple is built to enshrine and worship Confucius, Guan Gong and Yue Fei.
 



【NANTOU TAIWAN ERA VILLAGE】The nostalgic voice into the ears, brought back many childhood memories, 
there are a symbol of Taiwan’s electrical Datong baby, red brick wall and etc. 
【EDA OUTLET MALL】With 300 stores in 58000 pings of business area, Taiwan’s only indoor sky dome presents 
the masterpiece of light and sound. 
*Hotel: Kaohsiung EDA Skylark Hotel or Garden Villa or Hotel Holiday Garden or similar* 
 
DAY 4: KAOHSIUNG-TAINAN-SIO HOUSE (SALT MUSEUM)-ANPING OLD STREET-XI TOU MONSTER VILLAGE 
(B/L/D) 

【SIO HOUSE】A building filled with Japanese decorations and atmosphere adopts the long history of “salt” in 
Anping’s former life.  

【ANPING OLD STREET】The original Dutch settlement in Tainan, it has some of the oldest streets in the 

country. 
【XITOU MONSTER VILLAGE】A Japanese-inspired village, filled with charming wooden buildings and lanterns. 

*Hotel: XiTou Shante Hotel or Sun Link Sea Hotel or similar* 
 
DAY 5: SUN LINK SEA FOREST RECREATION AREA-TAIPEI-ABORIGINAL CULTURAL CENTRE-NATIONAL PALACE                       
MUSEUM- SHIHLIN NIGHT MARKET       
(B/L) 
【SUN LINK SEA RECREATION AREA】This 40-hectare scenic area, situated at an elevation of around 1,600 
meters, has a moderate monsoonal climate and primeval mountain forests, and offers a view of Mt. Hehuan in 
the distance. 
【NATIONAL PALACE MUSEUM】The National Palace Museum is an antique museum in Shilin, Taipei, Taiwan. 
【SHIHLIN NIGHT MARKET】Is a night market in the Shilin District of Taipei, Taiwan, and is often considered to 
be the largest and most famous night market in the city. 
*Hotel: Park City Hotel or Forward Hotel or similar* 
 
DAY6: TAIPEI-TIEN LU HANDICRAFT CENTRE-JIUFEN-YANGMINGSHAN HOT SPRING-TAIPEI 101 
(B /D) 
【JIUFEN】Jiufen is now a popular tourist destination for Taipeites eager to relive scenes from the past. 
【YANGMINGSHAN HOTSPRING】Renowned for its wealth of unusual volcanic features and outstanding natural 
beauty. Enjoy the beautiful scenery while you relax in the hot spring. (Do bring along swim suit and swim cap) 
【TAIPEI 101】formerly known as the Taipei World Financial Center, is a landmark skyscraper located in Xinyi 
District, Taipei, Taiwan. 
*Hotel: Park City Hotel or Forward Hotel or similar* 
 
DAY7: TAIPEI-FREE AND EASY-VIGOR KOBO DIY PINEAPPLE CAKE-ACCESSORIES GIFT GALLERY-SINGAPORE 
(B) 
【VIGOR KOBO DIY PINEAPPLE CAKE】have been baking top-of-the-line Taiwan cakes and pastries for you to 
enjoy, its products have emerged time and again as one of the nation’s highly prize gift items. Customer can also 
participate in DIY baking of pineapple cakes. 

 
After that transfer to airport for the flight back to Singapore. We hope that you had an exciting and memorable 
holiday with CS Travel and we look forward for you to join our tour again. 

 
 Remark: 

*During major events, accommodation may not be in the city mentioned.  
*Sequence of itinerary is subject to change without prior notice.  
*Tour is conducted in Mandarin. 
*For passengers who join land tour only (exclude international & domestic airfare), kindly inform us the flight schedule.  
*Please note that confirmation of tour will be 14 days before departure. 
*Should there is any discrepancy between English and Chinese, please refer to the former. 


